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I’ve been thinking about this transition. 

Moving forward through our lives, it is sometimes hard to see patterns, but they 

may be obvious if you have a chance to look back. 

Often I will say I became a rabbi by accident. As I moved through my 20s, 

becoming a rabbi seemed at some level a consequence of the chance occurrence 

that the Hebrew Union College was right there in Cincinnati, at a time when I had 

promised my parents that I would spend a year in town before making Aliyah to 

live permanently in Israel. It felt like I just walked in one afternoon—and became 

a ”Christian Fellow” in their graduate program. 

But looking back, I see all the stepping stones that led me there—our family’s 

involvement in B’nai Tzedek, a do-it-yourself congregation that ran more like a 

Havurah; my attending services voluntarily as a high school student, definitely 

weird, and even as a rabbinic student, which Professor Sandmel, when I house-sat 

for him, found definitely not normal; the centrality of Jewish involvement in my 

life, whether in a Zionist youth group or on the board of my family’s Conservative 

congregation pushing for a more egalitarian approach. 

Coming here to Shir Hadash also felt coincidental at the time. It was the outcome 

of two random events: the stock market crash of 1987, which brought rumors of 

City College dropping its graduate programs, and our passing a sign for Los Gatos 



while driving between the airport and Santa Cruz when we came out the first time 

to interview, Michael at UC Santa Cruz and me at the congregation in Carmel. 

What seemed like it might be an adventure of short duration became a more 

permanent turning point in our lives. 

The rabbis say that “according to the investment, such is the reward,” and I feel 

well rewarded in so many ways for my involvement at Shir Hadash: in friendships 

and deep relationships; in learning; in opportunities to serve and to shape our 

community; to be part of the larger region in which we are situated, both the 

Jewish community and the interfaith community of our valley; in the honorary 

aunts and uncles for my children, ranging from politically involved mentors for my 

oldest daughter, Aviva, to others too numerous to name who have been 

important to all three of their lives. 

I thought Michael and I would be going off this winter to spend some time on the 

East Coast, and perhaps that will be this spring or summer—everyone’s lives have 

been disrupted, many in ways even more profound—but I am sure all of you and I 

will find together the right balance of leaving space for this congregation’s next 

chapter while my life continues as a committed and participating Jew. 


